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Welcome
Welcome to PEAR Academy Australia’s ‘English for Health Professionals’ program.

PEAR is short for ‘Professional Education Academic Requirement’.

PEAR Educators are native English speakers and experienced professionals having worked many 
years in the Health Science, Higher Education, Vocational, and Secondary Education sectors as 
educators and coaches. We have therefore a keen appreciation and understanding of the needs of 
students looking to improve their English language proficiency.

The aim of PEAR’s coaching program is simple: students who undertake the course and complete 
it must be exceptionally well prepared to sit with confidence for the IELTS/OET/PTE examinations 
and succeed. The coaching also prepares students academically to cope with the university rigour.

This is your opportunity to take advantage of the English language coaching program ‘English for 
Health Professionals’ (EHP).

The importance of the academic learning in the English language specific for use in the Health sector 
cannot be over-emphasised. We also teach you the etiquette that is necessary to build a career 
in foreign lands in the Health Sector. The program is highly interactive involving group activities 

and in-class presentations. All of these activities are designed to help 
you gain confidence in improving your communication skills that will 
have a positive impact on your education journey and also assist you in 
successfully integrating into the work environment.

We have pleasure in welcoming you on board. It is our aim to help all 
our students achieve their desired goal of enhancing their proficiency 
in all the four components of the English language; Reading, Writing, 
Listening and Speaking in order to successfully sit for and pass the 
IELTS/OET/PTE examinations for visa and immigration purposes.

What do pear, pair and pare have in common?
They are pronounced in exactly the same way. Pear is pronounced just like 

pair and pare. Here’s the link – listen to the pronunciation:

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/pear

Is your 

English 
 

slowing 

you down?
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PEAR Academy’s Unique Advantages Your Benefit

1. Native English Speaking Educators 
Your PEAR Academy Educators are native 
English speakers from Australia and England. 
Local PEAR Academy Educators trainers 
undergo initial and on-going intensive ‘Train-
the-Trainer’ programs with native English 
and Australian PEAR Academy Educators 
to guarantee a high quality delivery of the 
program.

You have the confidence to know that the training 
you are receiving is from the best professional 
educators who have the knowledge, skill and 
training to help you succeed.

2. Premium Preparation Centre 
PEAR Academy is a Premium Preparation Centre 
for the OET Cambridge Boxhill Institute in 
Adelaide, Australia. PEAR Academy Educators 
are experienced professionals who know 
‘what it takes’ to succeed in English, IELTS, OET 
and PTE. We will bring the same expertise 
and techniques to our preparation centres in 
Bangalore.

The Premium Preparation Centre status is 
only given to Coaching Centres that have an 
exceptionally high success rate and training 
standards.
Your benefit is that the quality of training will 
enhance your chances of success and help you 
recover your investment in the course.

3. PEAR Academy is an OET Test Centre in 
Adelaide, South Australia. 
PEAR Academy is only one of 3 OET Test 
centres in Adelaide, South Australia. This 
responsibility and exposure uniquely helps 
us understand correctly the problems the 
students face and the particular training they 
require.

Your benefit is that PEAR Academy is able to 
give you training that is geared to producing a 
successful outcome for you.
You have the confidence to know that you can 
trust us to deliver for you.

4. Enhancing Your  Employability Overseas 
PEAR Academy’s ‘English for Health 
Professionals’ program also focuses on 
building your self-confidence and soft skills 
such as grooming and behavioural etiquette 
so you can ‘hit the ground running’ and be 
‘study and work-ready’ when you go overseas.

This significantly increases your prospects of 
securing employment in your chosen field 
overseas. The course makes you ‘work-ready’ with 
an emphasis the attributes employers are looking 
for in the candidates they employ.
PEAR Academy’s ‘English for Health Professionals’ 
program will significantly enhance your chances of 
employment.

Pair Up with PEAR!
PEAR Academy – are You Ready to Pair Up with PEAR as your coaching partner?

Take the 8-Question Test to see if you qualify.

If your answer is YES to any one of the 8 questions above, you are READY to 
Partner with PEAR – the BEST in the English Coaching business!

The 4 Unique PEAR Advantages
Partnering with PEAR delivers 4 distinctly important and crucial advantages to you in your learning journey 
as detailed on the following page.

1. Is your English slowing you down?

2. Are you keen to improve your English language proficiency so 
you can successfully sit with confidence for the IELTS, PTE or 
OET exam?

3. Are you interested in being coached in all the 4 key facets of 
English language proficiency – Reading, Writing, Listening, and 
Speaking?

4. Do you want to study, work and live abroad in an English 
speaking Western country?

5. Are Australia, New Zealand, USA, UK, Canada, Singapore and 
Dubai, destinations of YOUR choice to follow your dreams?

6. Do you want to succeed and fulfil your dreams in your chosen 
career path?

7. Do you want to be a Global Citizen?

8. Are you happy to partner with PEAR Academy, a Premium 
Preparation Centre as recognised by the OET Cambridge 
Boxhill Institute (Melbourne, Australia) to achieve your goals?

PEAR’s brings other important benefits to you:

 •PEAR’s training techniques and strategies are designed to build confidence so students can 
successfully undertake academic pressure as well as complete the IELTS/OET/PTE examinations 
and gain professional registration.

 •Enhance your grammar, writing structure; improve critical, analytical and reflective skills for the 
academic and workplace requirements.

 •Develop your speaking and listening skills through extensive use of video and audio with native 
English speakers.

 •Develop your abilities to research in text-referencing and writing methodology.



Fun Facts About The 
English Language

1   The shortest complete sentence  
 in English is “I am.”

2
 
	 We	can	find	10	words	in 

	 the	7-letter	word	“therein” 
	 without	rearranging	any	of	its 
 letters: the, there, he, in, rein,  
 her, here, ere, therein, herein.

3 		 The	word	‘SWIMS’	will	be	‘SWIMS’ 
	 even	when	turned	upside	down.

4  The most common letter in  
 English is “e”.

5  The most common consonant in 
	 English	is	“r”,	followed	by	“t”

6
 
	 The	longest	English	word	 

	 without	a	true	vowel (a,	e,	i,	o	or	u)	 
 is	“rhythm”.

8 	 The	word	“alphabet”	comes	 
	 from	the	first	two	letters	of	the 
	 Greek	alphabet:	alpha,	bēta.

10  
 A Pangram sentence is one that 

	 contains	every	one	of	the	26 
	 letters	in	the	alphabet.	Here’s	 
	 an	example:	“The	quick	brown	 
	 fox	jumps	over	the	lazy	dog.”

11  
	 The	word	“uncopyrightable”	is	 

	 the	longest	English	word	in	 
	 normal	use	that	contains	no	 
 letter more than once.

12  
	 The	word	“bookkeeper”	(along	 

	 with	its	associate	bookkeeping”)	 
	 is	the	only	unhyphenated	 
	 English	word	with	three	 
	 consecutive	double	letters.	 
	 Other	such	words,	like	“sweet- 
	 Toothed”,	require	a	hyphen	to 
	 be	readily	readable.

13 	 The	only	word	in	English	that 
	 ends	with	the	letters	“-	mt” 
	 is	“dreamt”.

9 	 The	word	popularised	by	the	movie	Mary	Poppins, 
	 ‘SUPERCALIFRAGALISTICEXPIALIDOCIOUS’	(Breath)	is	not	the	longest	word	in	 
	 the	English	language!	There	is	a	word	that	is	longer	–	yes	longer	–	than	this	 
	 one.	PNEUMONOULTRAMICROSCOPICSILICOVOLCANOCONIOSIS 
	 is	a	type	of	lung	disease	caused	by	inhaling	ash	and	dust.		Try	pronouncing	that!

Our ‘Six-Pack’ Promise to Students

1. To train you, keeping in mind your strengths and the areas you need to improve in.

2. To teach you the four fundamental aspects of English language proficiency: Listening, 
Reading, Writing, and Speaking.

3. To engage you by using interactive role-plays, audio and video so you learn in a structured 
manner to help you pass the required examinations.

4. To coach you in the soft-skills and behavioural aspects of studying, working and living in 
English speaking western countries.

5. To give you regular and honest feedback so you know how you are progressing towards 
your goal.

6. To do our very best to ensure you succeed and gain registration in your chosen field.
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Student Testimonials
“I needed to sit for OET, but was afraid and confused. I had some experiences 
in English but knew that it’s not enough. My objective was to acquire my OET 
results so that I am able to register in Australia as a Pharmacist and practice. 
One of my relatives told just do not worry as I have good news for you and 
recommended PEAR Academy Australia. Then I found myself at Pear Academy 
and I am so grateful as the Professional teachers have helped me to rebuild My 
skills, gain confidence And prepare me well for the OET Test. I can confidently 
say that PEAR Academy delivers quality Training and is highly Recommended 
to migrants, Professionals like me who are wanting to make a life In Australia 
or any of the Western speaking countries.” 

“PEAR Academy is one of the most popular English coaching institutions in 
Adelaide, South Australia. PEAR is popular because of its years of experience 
and good performance. The knowledgeable staff and their caring attitude made 
me like them even more. PEAR Academy equipped me with the professionalism 
to interact with peers in my field.

PEAR gave me many advantages:

 3 Flexible class times

 3 Hope of positive achievement

 3 Friendly, motivating and a comfortable environment to learn and  
 express myself without reservation with group discussions and role-plays

 3 Qualified and experienced educators

 3 Equipped me with the professionalism to interact with peers in my field

 3 PEAR Academy helped me achieve my goal.”

“I was recommended by my friend to take up coaching at PEAR Academy Australia 
given its excellent reputation. I found the teaching of very high standard and 
not only it focused on English language but other social components such as 
phonics, confidence, Australian work etiquette and preparation of OET. “I truly 
appreciated all the help the teachers gave me and the sessions was highly 
interactive. I was most impressed of their cultural awareness and the way they 
worked with me to achieve my objectives. All of which helped me to pass my 
OET Test and obtain my professional registration. I am eternally grateful for 
everything PEAR Academy has taught me .” I will tell all my friends about your 
wonderful preparation centre and thoroughly recommend PEAR Academy to 
everyone.”

“In my hunt for a high-quality coaching centre, I flew several hundred 
kilometres from Queensland to be in Adelaide to undertake an intensive 
coaching in PTE with Pear Academy Australia. My opportunity to attain PR 
was dependent on my English results and I took PTE test lessons from PEAR 
Academy Australia. The trainers were extremely professional and spent a lot 
of time and gave me one on one coaching also to help me to improve all of the 
four components of English test – Speaking, Reading, Writing and Listening. I 
want to thank PEAR Academy for giving me extra tuition classes which helped 
me to achieve my required score of PTE and qualify for my residency English 
language requirement. What I found excellent was the grammar and phonics 
teaching. Even though I have been in Australia as a student for so many years, 
I learnt how to properly pronounce words and speak clearly with a high level of 
articulation. PEAR has helped me a lot in my confidence and has changed my 
life. Thanks you Pear Academy Australia for helping me to pass PTE. It is truly 
a centre of excellence!“

 Soheil Bateni 
Pharmacist

Mehri Azghandi 
Doctor

Prashant Kothari 
Student

Pramila Gurung 
Nurse
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Our Teaching Staff

Bridgid Johnston has worked in the learning and development field for over 
18 years, designing and managing programs for Australian businesses.  She 
has a Bachelor of Social Science (Psychology), a Certificate IV in Training 
and Assessment, a Certificate IV in Teaching English to Students of Other 
Languages, and a Certificate IV in Business.  A recent focus has been teaching 
the Professional Year program to overseas born, locally educated students 
primarily from India and China.  Other clients who have received both bespoke 
and certificate courses include:

• Origin Energy
• JB Hi-Fi
• Wesfarmers Industrial & Safety division
• Australia Post

Elaine Nay

• Qualified teacher with a Bachelor of Education

• Certificate IV in TESOL

• Graduate certificate in Health counselling

• A registered Nurse - experience in Accident & Emergency, High dependency, 
Surgical Wards, Stomal therapy and colorectal Surgery

• Trainer at PEAR Academy Australia focusing on English for Allied Health 
Profession

• Examiner of OET – interlocutor Role Plays 

Nicole Manning has worked in the Health sector as a registered nurse for several 
years. Area of specialisation is in Dementure and Mental Health Further Nicole 
Manning has extensive experience as an educator of fifteen years working 
with key industry registered training organisations. Key role as an educator 
involved face to face classroom delivery and online applications with external 
students., undertake placement for students. The other management roles 
was in moderation and validation of individual support units in line with ASQA 
guidelines and develop session plans and Learning assessment strategies.  
Nicole is registered with Australian Health Profession Registration Authority 
(AHPRA) and has training verification with ANMAC

Nicole Manning is also an OET examiner (Interlocutor) with PEAR Academy. In 
recent months Nicole has been working with faculty of PEAR Academy Australia 
is developing mock OET Test preparation papers as part of the teachers training 
program at OET Cambridge.

Marleen Boele has an education qualification from Australia and the UK. She 
has been a TESOL and ESL teacher for the past 15 years. A registered teacher 
with the the Registration Boards of SA and NSW. Marleen is also a specialised PE 
and Maths teacher at secondary school level. Marleen brings with her extensive 
experience of teaching in Australia and the UK. In the last 10 years, Marleen 
has been teaching English to beginners in China and Europe and has taught 
students from the sub-continent, Nepal and African background. Her strength 
also lie in her ability to speak Dutch, French, and some Spanish, understand 
German.

Adelaide University Grounds - Adelaide, South Australia
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Gill Harris is committed and passionate in delivering quality service, guidance 
and an exceptional level of support to students and graduates who are looking 
for pathway education. 

As a qualified Career Practitioner establishing a very successful career education 
centre at one of Tasmania’s leading independent schools, Gill has been 
instrumental in assisting senior secondary students into their chosen futures 
for the past decade.  Specialising in preparing students for university entrance, 
Gill has created valuable relationships with universities throughout Australia 
and New Zealand. Visionplanet Australia’s objective is to deliver sound advice 
from an academic perspective and with Gillian Harris’ guidance; students will 
be guided to take on the challenges of their individual education journey. 
Gill’s successful practice is based on:

• lifelong commitment to helping young people achieve their full potential

• A unique working knowledge and understanding of all universities around 
Australia and in New Zealand

• Personal relationships with all majorlearning facilities throughout Tasmania 
and Victoria

• Outstanding success in securing placements from Year 12 to University both 
at local and international levels

• Excellent management and administrative skills

Gill takes great personal satisfaction and pride in having the skill and 
professionalism to match each individual applicant to the learning environment 
that will give them the best possible academic, social and personal achievement.

Catherine Broadbent has spent the past forty plus years in education as a 
teacher and resource manager. Since 1985 she has been involved in careers 
and higher education counselling, also English language courses and summer 
schools in Kuwait, Switzerland and Malaysia. Though most of her educational 
experience has been at secondary level, since 2007 she has been an English 
language consultant to the oil & gas and automotive industries as well as 
an English curriculum consultant for the Kingsley International schools in 
Malaysia.

Catherine’s special area of expertise is in English language teaching. She 
has postgraduate diplomas from the RSA and Exeter University and has co-
written a textbook for the oil and gas industry in Malaysia.  More recently she 
has trained as a psychometric profiler and counselled students in Malaysia, 
Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore, Taiwan and Brunei. Her work with Vision-planet 
is a continuation of engagement in this important area. A published writer,  
her latest book being the Malay Legends of Alexander the Great. Catherine 
is currently involved with study skills courses and outreach programs for the 
educationally disadvantaged within Malaysia and beyond. She has for many 
years been an advocate of the importance of using local English Language 
newspapers as study aids for the promotion of English within schools 
and businesses. She has always enjoyed painting and illustration and has 
illustrated her own books. Currently she has been tasked with creating an 
English language program for non-literate aboriginal populations in Malaysia 
and will attempt to use cartoons and phonics as a medium of instruction.

John Taylor Broadbent has spent the past forty plus years in education as a 
teacher and careers counsellor. Since 1985 he has been involved in careers and 
higher education counseling. From 2007 to 2013 he was ISCO Regional Director 
for SE Asia. In this role he has carried out psychometric profiling of students 
in Malaysia, Thailand, Taiwan, Brunei, Vietnam, China and Hong Kong. He has 
counselled students on university courses and careers and done preparatory 
interviews for Oxbridge courses in Law, Medicine, Engineering, Fine Arts, Music, 
PPE etc. John introduced Work Experience for students in Malaysia and has run 
careers workshops and courses for Careers professionals.

John’s special area of expertise is in English language teaching, History and 
Economics. He has postgraduate diplomas from the RSA and Exeter University 
and his Masters research was in Bi-lingualism.  He trained as a Morrisby 
psychometric profiler in 2007 and before that has for many years processed 
UCAS applications for the UK and worked on TOEFL programs.  His work with 
Vision-planet is a continuation of engagement in this important area. He has 
a recent consultancy with Global Management and through this forum has 
been asked to conduct a feasibility study into setting up a German University 
in Malaysia. He is currently involved with expanding psychometric profiling in 
government schools in Malaysia and also in German and Indian international 
schools.

Lauren has a Bachelor of Arts English (Communication + Cultural Studies) 
with a Double Major in Creative writing and Graphic Design.  Lauren’s work 
experience extends to over 20 years of working at top end of organizations in 
the area of project management. 

Over the past 2 years, Lauren has been instrumental is mentoring professionals 
requiring training in practical applications such as: Resume writing, LinkedIn, 
presentation skills and career development. In addition, Lauren has also been 
training in Professional Workplace Communication, comprising Networking, 
Language and Communication skills, training graduates so that they are able 
to enter the workforce understanding the social and culture etiquette of the 
Australian culture and work environment.

Michelle has been teaching English to international students for over two years 
in Adelaide, Australia. Currently, Michelle is studying towards the Bachelor 
of Medical Radiation Science (Medical Imaging) at the University of South 
Australia.  After receiving exceptional results in High Level English Literature 
in the International Baccalaureate Diploma, Michelle has been working with 
PEAR Academy to train our students. Michelle has also been an integral 
part of developing the OET and PTE moodle, coordinating multiple aspects 
of the project and producing teaching material of a high standard.  At PEAR 
Academy’s testing venue for OET, Michelle is an invigilator and contributes to 
the administration process.  
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Daljit Rao’s passion for the education industry is an exemplary of her involvement on the Curriculum 
Advisory Boards at Universities and the private provider level. Mrs Rao is a University lecturer specialising 
in key Business Management at the Bachelor and Masters Level in Australia.

Daljit Rao, has been working in the education sector for over 15 years in various countries, as a guest 
lecturer covering SE Asia region to the Sub-continent, Nepal, Middle East, Australia and the Pacific. Her 
portfolio encompasses dealing with institutions, industry and governments, at an International level; 
understanding cultural boundaries and broad social customs, recruiting, marketing and career guiding 
students with their onward education journey. Mrs Rao’s recent appointment as Chairperson for a “Swiss 
Hotel School” in Nepal, is an example of her contribution to the industry on an international level. She is 
also a board member of Education Adelaide South Australia, which is a ministerial appointment.

Daljit Rao comes from a strong industry background experienced at Senior Executive levels in Tourism and 
the Education sector. After 16 years of being at the helm as a General Manager of 4-5 star hotels she was 
the first female Area General Manager, and her expertise also lies in project management where she was 
part of the opening team of the brand new $63M hotel suites and opening of the first Convention Centre in 
Australia in 1988. 

In 2013, Daljit established two companies: Visionplanet Australia and PEAR, both relating to the Education 
sector. Visionplanet Australia works in various countries; creating education pathways offering quality 
advice through strategic academic mapping focused around career outcomes. The coaching organisation 
“PEAR” helps students to prepare for overseas education with a focus in English, study methodology and 
developing the art of referencing, research and structured writing.  An Australian accredited - PIER QEAC, 
and AEI (Aust Govt) approved, Mrs Rao, is highly respected as an Australian Educator and works closely with 
key universities and governments globally. “Our goal is to counsel international students for foundation 
pathways to Vocational, Higher Education - Degree, masters and postgraduate qualifications (PhD)”. 



Bridging the Gap with
 PEAR Academy 

Phone: +61 870 801 353
 +61 429 069 075

Email: info@pear.academy
Website:  www.pear.academy

Address:  Level 2, 127 Rundle Mall, Adelaide, South Australia 5000

Offices Located in: Adelaide | Melbourne | Hobart | Bengaluru | New Dehli | Lagos | Kathmandu


